
Typical Font File Types

.TTF

.OTF

.WOFF

.WOFF2

These are for use on your DESKTOP, but do NOT work on a web page. 
When you download a font from DaFont or look at the ones pre-installed on 
your computer, it is usually in one of these formats.

These file types were created for use on the WEB. 
The font still has to be licensed for this use in order for you to legally use it.

The W stands for “web.”

Web-embeddable Fonts
In order to use a font on a web page,  (and ensure all your users can see it):

1.  The font must be licensed for use on the web
2.  The font has to be in either the .WOFF or .WOFF2 format
3.  You must provide a link to the location of those fonts

Use of a font-delivery service ensures that all of the above are true.
 Example Font-delivery services:

• Google Fonts
• Adobe Fonts (formerly called TypeKit)
• FontSpring



Getting the right license:
   Google Fonts: 
   All of Google Fonts are licensed for use on the web. So if you find a font there, you 

know you can use it and the WOFF format will be available.
 

  FontSpring:
   This font from FontSpring has 4 different types of font licenses, dictating in which places you can legally use this 

font. For web-embedding (@font-face), you need the “Webfont” (the globe icon).
 
     

  
 * 
 

  Adobe Fonts:    

Because of ongoing licensing changes, many of these fonts, do not currently have the font kits 
available.   
    If you do not see the font checkboxes and “DOWNLOAD @FONT-FACE KIT” button, 
you’re out of luck.  
    Go back and search for a different font.

Licensed properly and in the right format (WOFF)

Clicking this button will ensure you are getting a 
font that is licensed for the web and that will be in 
the right format (WOFF)



How it works:
   Web-embeddable fonts require that an @font-face rule pointing to the urls of the font is 

included at the top of the CSS.

   BUT with most font-delivery systems, this is already typed for you in a separate CSS 
file and hidden away on the service’s server. This is true for both Google Fonts and Adobe Fonts.

  
 1.  So, for Google Fonts and Adobe Fonts, you just copy and paste a link to their CSS file 

in the <head> of your HTML page(s). It goes right above your own CSS link.

  

 2.  Now you need to apply this font to a particular element in your page.
    Make or edit a rule for it (in your CSS) as normal. Remember to include the correct back-up font category. 
  (Hint: It’s a project requirement).


